
Meeting with Ian Ross Parks Officer, Pauline McCormack and Committee of Friends of 

Bishops Park – 8
th

 April 2019 

 

 

1. Friends would like a plan of how the compound will be set-up - offices, etc. along 

with confirmation for what it will be used for 

 

2. Friends would like confirmation that the compound will not be used for Fulham FC 

offices and/or hospitality 

 

3. Council to be clear on tree sizes - X standard trees and X semi-mature standard trees 

(perhaps use a drawing comparing to an average size person to give a visual idea) 

 

4. Friends would like to ideally re-establish a screen of stand as started a couple of 

years ago 

 

5. Friends would like confirmation of what the turnstile/Riverside walk area will look 

like on completion – hopefully an artists impression is available 

 

6. Buckingham’s offer to install an additional access gate into the park from Stevenage 
Road. Ian to seek inclusion in the lease but exact location will need further discussion 

to avoid conflict with site entrance and vehicles 

 

7. Friends (and many others) would like to confirmation of Council for how any income 

coming into the Council is actually spent within the park. Ian explained this will be 

scrutinised by The Church Commissioners. Ian to think how this can be made wholly 

transparent without the need for regular Freedom of Information requests 

 

8. We discussed a possible project between Council, FFC and Friends to improve 

‘boundary’ between ground and park 

 

9. Friends would like confirmation from FFC that materials delivered along the river will 

come directly into the site and not to Putney and then delivered by road (the 

Council’s FAQs may be causing confusion – Ian apologised as he wrote these!). 

Confirmation also requested over proportion of materials that will come by river and 

by road 

 

10. Friends would like confirmation of road cleaning - times, frequency, etc., numbers of 

vehicle deliveries per day and what parking suspensions will be in place 

 


